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- T1 / T2: segment head
 tissues and surfaces

- Automated spike
 detection in EEG

- Automated seizure
 detection in EEG

- Read and convert
 original MEG data

- Optimize montages
- Find spikes using
 pattern search

- Create 58 channel 
 source montage
  without MKG artifact

- Detect seizures by
 DSA scan or go to   
 marked seizures

- Average MKG artifact 
- Auto-scan to find bad  
 channels

- Create FEM model
 and MRI data sets

- Register electrodes   
with head surface

- Decide on clusters
- Spike event markers

- Seizure review
- Mark seizure onset
- Create seizure report

- Concatenate to one
 continuous file

- Inspect events
- Average spikes
- Map spike onset

- Use source channels  
 and pattern search to  
 find similar spikes
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 using phase maps and  
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BESA Reliable pipeline to analyze 
interictal spikes and seizure onset

EEG

MEG
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BESA 
MRI
CE-certified software 
for coregistering EEG / 
MRI and creating FEM 
models

• Intuitive and user-friendly  
		 integrated	workflow

• Automatic segmentation  
  and setup of a 4-layer   
  FEM model for both EEG  
  and MEG

• Coregistration with indi- 
  vidually digitized elec-  
  trodes and MEG sensors  
  or standard electrodes

BESA
Research
CE-certified software 
for the best signal 
processing of EEG 
and MEG data

• All	tools	for	effective		 	
 preprocessing and    
 classic ERP analysis

• Advanced source ana- 
  lysis with standard and  
  realistic head models   
  (FEM)

• Time-frequency and   
 coherence analysis   
 in sensor and source   
 space

BESA 
Epilepsy
CE-certified software 
for efficient EEG re-
view and detection of 
spikes / seizures

• Intuitive patient     
	 database	to	start	file 
 inde pendent review of  
  routine and long-term   
 EEG

• Review EEG data of    
		 many	different	EEG	data		
  formats in one program

• Automatic spike de- 
  tection and clustering on  
  children and adults. Au- 
  tomatic seizure detection 
  on adults


